The series aims to build a denser research community by providing scholars of various governance issues a platform to present and discuss works in progress across disciplinary boundaries.

**Advancing Rights in Global Value Chains: Exploring the Potential of “Transnational Inclusive Governance”**

**Speaker:** Janelle Diller, Senior Fellow in Residence, at the Global Governance Centre at the Graduate Institute  
**Discussant:** Nico Krisch, Professor of International Law and Co-director of the Global Governance Centre at the Graduate Institute  
When & Where: Monday, **24 February**, 12:30 - 14:00 l **Room S1 – P2**, Maison de la paix

**Climatizing the UN Security Council**

**Speaker:** Lucile Maertens, Lecturer in international relations at the University of Lausanne and associate fellow at CERI/Sciences Po in Paris  
**Discussant:** Marine Gauthier, PhD candidate in International Relations /Political Science and research assistant at the Centre on Conflict, Development & Peacebuilding, the Graduate Institute  
When & Where: Monday, **9 March**, 12:30 - 14:00 l **Room S7 – Interpetal**, Maison de la paix

**(POSTPONED)** **International Humanitarianism in the Early Twentieth Century:**  
**Promethean, Arrogant, Provincial and Redemptive**

**Speaker:** Davide Rodogno, Professor of International History, Director, Executive Certificate Advocacy in International Affairs, the Graduate Institute  
**Discussant:** TBC  
When & Where: TBC

**(POSTPONED)** **The Politics of Beginning. Private Authority as Drama**

**Speaker:** Alejandro Esguerra, post-doctoral researcher in the DFG research group ‘Wicked Problems, Contested Administration’ (WIPCAD), University of Potsdam, Germany  
**Discussant:** TBC  
When & Where: TBC

**Responsible Agricultural Investments. How Are Agricultural Futures Governed at the International Level?**

**Speaker:** Birgit Müller, Director of Research at the CNRS / France (HdR)  
**Discussant:** TBC  
When & Where: Monday, **25 May**, 12:30 - 14:00 l **Room S7 – Interpetal**, Maison de la paix

Further information: [globalgovernance@graduateinstitute.ch](mailto:globalgovernance@graduateinstitute.ch)